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hrough the personal histories of east german saints behind the iron
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LDS church history that cannot be
curtain brings to life a chapter of
oflds
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missed witness these excerpts from two latter day saints showing their
perserverance
perser verance and faith
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we started to walk along the river away from the death and destruc-

tion we were part of a pilgrimage of thousands of people who were
tired and homeless and in shock the injured remained behind lining
the path

dorothea condie
sister herod pulled out a long stocking from behind a kitchen cabinet
and began untying several knots she made a dish of her hands and
filled them with money from the stocking this is my tithing even
though it has been twentyfive
twenty five years 1I knew that the priesthood
would visit me some day
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1I itten by maya nobles the mythic section of popol vuh
auh presents the
Meso american people many of
religious traditions of an ancient mesoamerican
these beliefs were current during the book of mormon era and popol
vuh
auh s account of the creation has parallels in LDS scripture
allen
ailen christenson
christens on is the
this new translation by LDS ethnographer alien
first to uncover the full
fuli
fail poetic structure of the popol vuh
fall
auh including its
chiasms similar to those discovered in the book of morextensive use of chiasmus
mon christenson reveals popol VWss true nature as the eloquent creation
of master poets with a sophisticated literary heritage
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studies and the joseph fielding
smith institute for latter day saint history
BYU

are proud to announce a new LDS dissertation series

during the last several decades doctoral
candidates have written dissertations on
many important mormon history topics
but all too often their works have resided
only at the institution for which they
were written or on a few researchers
bookshelves

now these works are available to all in attractive newly typeset paperback editions
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A study of the origins of the church of jesus christ of latter day

saints in the states of new york and pennsylvania
larry C porter

joseph smiths life and movement
of offoseph
oseph
the author carefully delineates the dynamics off
in the context of the infant years of the church an era whose documented treatment
has been in some ways previously obscure and sketchy his study also examines the
social and religious contexts in which the church was organized and analyzes the types
of early members who were attracted to the religion

A history of the latter day saints in northern missouri from 1836 to 1839
leland H gentry

learn the details of the settlement troubles and expulsion of the latter day saints
from northern missouri 1836 1839 since its original publication in 1965 this work
has remained a standard reference work for serious historians carefully written and
copiously footnoted this study draws heavily on timeless primary sources as it probes
the leading causes for the mormon war in missouri

A call to arms the 1838 mormon defense of ofnorthern
northern missouri
alexander L baugh
As united states citizens latter day saints in missouri had every right to take up
arms to defend themselves particularly when local and state officials failed or refused
to intervene in their behalf while there was wrongdoing especially on the part of
some mormon extremists this study contrary to other recent interpretations places
the balance of responsibility for this antagonism heavily and decisively on the side of
the missourians
Missourians
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